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Danielle Procope
Staff Writer
This past Friday was the fifth
annual Cardboard Regatta.
Freshman
engineering
students attempted to float
across the pool in a makeshift
two-person boat made only out
of cardboard and duct tape. It
can only weigh a maximum of
eighteen pounds.
This
was
the
biggest
Cardboard Regatta yet with
forty different boats sailing.
A few made it across but the
majority sunk not long after
takeoff.
It was a fun event for students
and the community and was
just a taste of what the talented
students of the Engineering
department are capable of.

New Show atJIeynolds

Difference Makes Its Mark

Matt Hill
Staff Writer
Reynolds Gallery is currently
holding a new show called
"Sightseers: Photography by
Jennifer Litde." Pacific Visual
Arts Professor Jennifer Litdes
show is a documentation
of tourists visiting famous
landmarks.
The gallery will remain in
Reynolds Gallery until October
20. Admission will always be
free.
Litde focuses on capturing
how technology, such as
cameras, and other modern
devices distract the tourists
from the true beauty of the
landscapes.
Many of her photos are taken
through windows in order to
catch people inside of gift shops
and also catch the reflection of
the landscape behind them.
This shows the division
between people with their
modern wants and the beautiful
landscapes around them.

Sara Menges
Staff Writer
On Thursday, September
30th, the Career Resource
Center hosted the "Make a
Difference" 2010 Non-Profit
Information Day.
After a reception presenting
$29 thousand worth in minigrants, more than ten different
non-profit organizations from
the San Joaquin County were
represented at booths along
the DeRosa University Center
walkway.
On entering the walkway,
everyone was given a passport
which they could use to keep
track of and gather information
on the organization of their
interest as well as being eligible
for a small prize giveaway at the
end of the event.
The non-profit organizations
that were present included:
YMCA, Catholic charities

Diocese of Stockton, Peace
Corps, TLC School for
Homeless children, United
Way, and many more.
Leaders in the field were
present at the booths to
provide information on their
organization, upcoming events
and any volunteer opportunities
or internships that were
available.
The "Make a Difference"
theme was especially relevant
as all organizations strived to
better our community through
addressing specific issues or
providing services for the
population.
With the abundant amount
of
opportunities
provided
by each organization, Pacific
students are encouraged to step
up and get involved in creating
these • positive impacts on our
society; but, more importantly,
to also gain valuable experience
from it.
Darren Chan
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Entrepreneur
Workshop Today
Alexis Duclos
Contributing Writer
Today, October 7, 2010,
in Weber 102 at 5pm. The
Council of University Social
Entrepreneurs (CUSE) will
be hosting their "Tools of the
Trade" workshop.
The workshop will be focusing
on fundraising planning.
Those who attend will learn
to: conduct an assets inventory,
develop a case statement,
identify fundraising partners,

prepare a fundraising plan and
calendar.
A certificate of completion
will be given to those to attend
and complete all of the "Tools of
the Trade" workshops.
The CUSE focuses on
bringing the concepts of social
entrepreneurship to the students
of Pacific to help students
understand the impact they can
make in their communities in a
sustainable manner.
The weekly CUSE meetings
are open to anyone who is
interested.

JFancy Feast

ipisors|iitR
JORDAN --Jordan officials
have jailed N.ibil Mohammed
Amer for plotting attacks
bhV. ' c c .

HUNGARY -- A stare of
emergency has been called after
a torrent of toxic sludge leaked
>.Z,:

Tie sludge is leaking into

"•

Amer is the leader of an
Islamic militant group and has
been given a life sentence.
Nine ofhis accomplices have
been sentenced to jail as well.

major waterways and could
spread further to other rivers.
Four people have died so far
and at least 120 people have
|been injured from the mixture
of water and mining waste that
ch

marceiodemarco.btogspot.com

NEW YORK - Lil Wayne
been sent to solitary

and a music player charger.

Natalie B. Compton
News Editor

immigration, socialism, the
education
crisis,
unions,
the recession, women, and
intelligence.
Mother, Activist, Organizer;
The broadness of topics
Dolores C. Huerta brings a
appealed
to various facets of the
variety of tides to the table. She
audience.
presented her wisdom acquired
"It didn't just speak to me just
from all three to the University
because
I'm Latino, but it speaks
of the Pacific last Wednesday,
to
humanity,"
Pacific student
September 29.
Austin
Cueloer
said.
"There aic
Huerta made her first major
things
I
heard
tonight
that 1
mark in society by working
want
to
carry
over
to
my
life."
step by step with Cesar Chavez
Huerta's speech proved a
to create the National Farm
testament
to her qualities.
Workers Association.
"
H
e
r
Since then, she has
negotiating
skills
started the Dolores
are
incredible.
Huerta
Foundation
She
makes
and addresses a wide
things happen,"
number of audiences
Hildebrand said.
around the country.
Aside
from
"I was very happy to
her power
of
be invited to speak at
persuasion,
Pacific," Huerta said.
Huerta projected
According
to
her
ambitious
Executive
Director
nature to
the
of
the
Global
crowd.
Center for Social
»"I love the way
Entrepreneurship
Natalie B. Compton
she was filled wit;,
Jerry Hildebrand, the
Huerta began her speech to a standing ovation in Grace Covell.
empowerment.
feeling was mutual.
Pacific
student
"We are so fortunate
said. "It
to have her in our midst and speaker who was greeted by Yvette Martinez
inspires me to go out into
honor her here at pacific," standing ovation.
Hildebrand said.
Huerta grew up in Stockton the community and work or
Students, staff, and Stockton and speaking at Pacific was like different things."
In addition to her messag;
community members attended "coming back home," she said.
the event that took place in the
Throughout the speech, she to the audience, Huerta hat
Grace Covell Ball Room.
recalled the life she lead "South specific advice to the students.
"Dolores Huerta is truly a of Harding Way" where she
"Get involved. You don't has;
famous woman and is definitely went to school with a variety to be invited," Huerta said.
a representative of California of minorities and farm workers'
For more information on th<
women," Stockton citizen Judy children.
Dolores Huerta Foundation
Craig said. "I am very impressed
Aside from her Stockton visit Doloreshuerta.org.
with what she has done, background, Huerta discussed

Danielle Procope

NIGERIA - At

has

Dolores Huerta Visits As Second Keynote Speaker for Latino Heritage Month

Staff Writer

children have been
poisoned by lead due to
gold mining in contaminated

Irttac#

Activist Adresses Pacific
including the fact that she has
had 11 kids!"
Before the speech Los
Danzantes de Pacific performed
four dances in front of a full
audience.
"It was an honor to dance
at the event," Los Danzantes
member Daniel Colmenares
said. "It feels very special to
bring a really traditional thing
from Mexico to [Huerta]."
After
the
performance,
Interim Provost Dr. Patrick
J. Ferrillo, Jr. introduced the

Diversity Retreat Tackles Campus Issues

%

18,000 people were affected

October 7,2010

BRAZIL
—
Francisco
Oiiveira Silva, a clown, won a
seat in Congress. Silva received
more votes than any other
candidate in the election on
Sunday,
Silvas background includes
working at a circus since the age
of 8 and being a TV comedian.
bbc.co.uk

This past week marked
Pacific's fifth annual Diversity
Retreat.
The
Diversity
Retreat
brought together professionals]
students,
alumni,
and
community members. It took
place on September 30 to
October 1.
At this event many aspects
of diversity on campus were
discussed and ideas to improve
inclusivity were brainstormed.
One of the aspects of this
retreat was the student panel.
The students were asked
various questions from faculty
members, students, and guests
in the audience in relation to

diversity.
However, not all of th<
When asked about how comments were negative.
One student said tha
students feel about campus
diversity clubs, the panel had students would see an increas:
various answers.
in campus involvement ir
Some people asserted that diversity groups if there wai
students may feel intimidated to more awareness about them.
When asked how we can set
join diversity clubs other than
increased
activity in diversirones pertaining to their own
clubs
many
suggestions wer:
race, culture, or creed because
they are afraid of seeming brought up.
One of the propositions was
ignorant to the people already
in the club.
that students need to increase
It was also brought up that collaboration amongst the
students may feel unwelcome in clubs.
In addition to the other
diversity clubs not pertaining to
them.
topics, students expressed
Another speculation was need for more organization as
that students do not care about well as additional funding put
diversity if it does not directly into spreading awareness about
relate to them.
multicultural events.
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Public Safety Report
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
Suspicious Person Sep 27,
2010-Monday at 07:09 1009-27-023648
Location : BURNS TOWER
Report of a suspicious
male subject asleep on the
south side of the tower. PI
responded. Subject Fl'd
PARKING Enforcement of
Darking regulations Sep 27,
2010-Monday at 10:42 1009-27-023662
Location: DAVE BRUBECK
WAY
?p advised that there was a
ruck blocking the drive way
and wife can not get out.
)river doesn't want to move
truck. Officer was advised
and responded and spoke
with driver. Supervisor was
also advised.
CASUALTY Fall of person
Sep 27, 2010-Monday at
15:28 10-09-27-023680
100588
Location : DeROSA
UNIVERSITY CENTER
Rp reported that a student
fell and hit her mouth. She
advised that student was
Heeding a lot. Stockton Fire
vas advised and readvised.
HEFT-GRAND Ail Other Sep
27; 2010-Monday at 21:58
10-09-27-023707
100590
Location: DAVE BRUBECK
WAY
Officer took a report of a
student victimized by an
email scam.
AIDED Aided Stockton
Department Sep 28,
010-Tuesday at Uo:23 1009-28-023745
Location: PERSHING AVE.
Officer advised that
Stockton aired a call where
tere were subjects tagging.
)fficer responded and area
was
was clear.
3olice

AIDED Aided Stockton
Department Sep 28,
>010-Tuesday at 17:581009-28-023795
Location: OFF CAMPUS
Officer aided SPD on
possible house burglary in
5oliee

progress. House searched,
all clear.
CASUALTY Athletic injury
Sep 28, 2010-Tuesday at
21:03 10-09-28-023802
Location: BROOKSIDE
FIELD
Student flagged down officer
to report injury to head.
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT Field
initiated check-out Sep 29,
2010-Wednesday at 04:51
10-09-29-023828
Location: PERSHING AVE.
officer conducted a check
out of a bicyclist, subj was
cited for riding on wrong
side of road
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
Suspicious Person Sep 29,
2010-Wednesday at 11:06
10-09-29-023864
Location: SCHOOL OF
PHARMACY
Rp advised
that there was
a male subject
going through
the dumpsters.
Officer was
advised and
responded.
Officer advised
that he was
unable to locate
any subject.

AIDED Aided Stockton
Police Department Oct 01,
2010-Friday at 15:46 10-1001-024080
Location : OFF CAMPUS
Flagged down by a citizen
to reported a dog that was
beaten by its' owner.
'
:
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
Suspicious Circumstances
Oct 01, 2010-Friday at
16:22 10-10-01-024083
Location: DeROSA
UNIVERSITY CENTER
RP advised of 2 males
smoking marijuana behind
call location
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
Suspicious Person Oct 01,
2010-Friday at 19:40 10-1001-024103
Location: DAVE BRUBECK
WAY
RP advised of a man who
came onto his patio and

££

10-02-024131
100604
Location : BROOKSIDE
HOUSE/THETA CHI
Officer responded to a
request to check on a
student who is vomiting.
Officer requested medics.
AMR
determined that subject was
okay to stay.
WELFARE CHECK
Welfare check Oct 02,
2010-Saturday at 02:22 1010-02-024134
Location: SWIMMING POOL
Officer responded to call of
a subject vomiting. Officer
located the subject, who
was going to take care of
himself and get a ride back
to his residence.
WELFARE CHECK
Welfare check Oct 02,
2010-Saturday at 02:411010-02-024136
Location:
PERSHING AVE.
Officer was
flagged down for
a person down.
Officer assisted
AMR on a
subject who was
passed out.

Officers contacted subject
sleeping on lawn of Presidents
Residence. Subj. Interviewed
and left

CASUALTY Other
injury/accident Sep 30,
2010-Thursday at 00:29 1009-30-023936
100598
Location: LOT #19
Officer was flagged down
by student who had a wrist
injury. Fire was advised for
medical, AMR responded.
Subject declined
transportation from AMR.
Subject was having his
friend take him to St Joes.
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
Suspicious Person Sep 30,
2010-Thursday at 17:13 1009-30-024009
Location: PRESIDENTS
RESIDENCE
Officers contacted subject
sleeping on lawn of
Presidents Residence. Subj.
interviewed and left area.

going through his trash
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
Suspicious Person Oct 01,
2010-Friday at 19:43 10-1001-024104
Location : LOT # 8
1944...RP advised of 2
subject doing something to
a vehicle, but may possibly
be changing a tire
INCIDENT Field initla
check-out Oct 02,
2010-Saturday at 00:18 1010-02-024126
Location: PACIFIC AVENUE
Officer checked out a
juvenile riding a bike
erraticly through traffic.
Juvenile was turned over to
parent.
UNIV REGULATION University
Regulation violation Oct 02,
2010-Saturday at 01:43 10-

DISTURBANCE
Offensive words;
provoking Oct
02,2010-Saturday at 03:35
10-10-02-024137
Location: FULTON STREET
RP called in what sound like
a male and female arguing.
DPS gave the call to SPD.
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
Suspicious Circumstances
Oct 02,2010-Saturday at
03:37 10-10-02-024138
Location: PACIFIC AVENUE
Officer heard shots fired in
area.
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT Field
initiated check-out Oct 02,
2010-Saturday at 06:02 1010-02-024144
Location: PACIFIC HOUSE/
PIKE
Officer checked out a
subject and warned him for
scavenging.
UNIV REGULATION University

Regulation violation Oct 02,
2010-Saturday at 20:22 1010-02-024187
100605
Location: PACIFIC HOUSE/
PIKE
RP advised he smells
marijuana coming from the
bedroom
WARRANT Misdemeanor
Warrant Arrest Oct 03,
2010-Sunday at 00:03 1010-03-024206
100606
Location: GRACE COVELL
HALL
RP advised of a
subject going through
the dumpster...officer
responded
NOISE Noise Complaint Oct
03,2010-Sunday at 00:09
10-10-03-024207
100607
Location : OFF CAMPUS
RP advised of pacific
students who are having a
party and being loud...rp is e
pacific employee and would
like contact
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
Suspicious Person Oct 03,
2010-Sunday at 03:17 1010-03-024218
Location: OFF CAMPUS
RP advised of an intoxicated
male wandering in the
street and may attempt t
drive a vehicle
'

AID Aided (Person/agency
other than PD) Oct 03,
2010-Sunday at 17:07 1010-03-024256
Location: CALAVERAS
RIVER
Officer was flagged down by
AMR and stool by with an
intoxicated person until SPD
arrived.
-

SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
Suspicious Circumstances
Oct 03, 2010-Sunday at
21:26 10-10-03-024275
Location: MANOR HALL
Officer responded to faint
smell of smoke coming from
vents of rooms 10 & 12.
The cause of the smell was
Room 14 cooking and
burned some food.
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Meg Whitman: Increased Spending, Decreased Popularity
nhri^tianR Oatman

Perspectives Editor
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|Designer Helps Full Figured Women

NataliP R. Compton
The
Californi;
broke the bony mold. The
|
News Editor
gubernatorial election i
most notable designer was
only a month away am
Jean-Paul
Gaultier.
This year's 2011 Spring/
with that means mori
Gaultier
not only
Summer Paris Fashion
debates, more commercial:
used
plus
sized
women
in
iWeek highlighted trends
and more scandal. The tw<
his
show,
but
he
opened
above and below the skin.
candidates, Meg Whitmai
Instead of sticking to the his event with proud pits
(R) and Jerry Brown (D)j
stick-thin, some designers size champion Beth Ditto.
have tried to focus thei
branched out and used Ditto is the lead singer of
campaigns on everythin:
Jess twig-like models. The the band The Gossip and is
from overspending to jo
choice to use more healthy well known for her bigger
creation to education
looking models is a step body advocacy.
Whitmans campaign ha:
In addition to Ditto,
forward for women around
spent more money th;
other fuller figured models
the world.
any other non-presidential
Fashion Week is were used to showcase
campaign in U.S. history
hectically full of shows that Gaultier s vision for spring.
blogs.sacbee.com
over a million dollars a'
On the other end of the
serve to reveal designers
day, according to USCs
body batde spectrum was
latest
lines
and
inform
the
Annenberg School of Journalism. has "portrayed herself 'tough as distraction techniques will almost
public of upcoming trends. Christian Dior. The latest
It's ironic how Whitman complains nails' on illegal immigration, and certainly work and will keep
They take place two times line exclusively featured
about the state and federal budget has said she wanted to 'prosecute voters from thinking about Diaza year in the four fashion cloth, skin and bones.
Santillan's claims that she was
deficits and claims she will run the illegal aliens and criminal aliens
Having
women
capitals of the world New
state "like a business" but is ready around the state,' along with the overworked and underpaid.
who look like Ditto and
[York,
Paris,
Milan
and
Another
one
of
and able to spend that much. people who hire them."
other larger (in comparison
London.
Whitman's
former
employees,
After Diaz-Santillan went
If she's so willing to spend her
to most) models in Fashion
Though
most
of
wealth, why not use it to help those public, Whitman claimed that former nanny Jillian Armstrong,
Week is better for the
;the
trends
featured
in
this
suffering fom the recession's effects, Diaz-Santillan faked documents supports Diaz-Santillan and said
mental and physical health
year's
S/S
spectacle
were
that
when
Whitman the Whitman household was a
instead of spending it on telling and
of women.
featured
on
skeletal
looking
everyone that once you're elected discovered her employee was horrible working environment.
Though
being
[women,
some
designers
In an interview with the San
you'll "help" the large percentage undocumented, she fired her.
see FASHION, page
"It was one of the hardest Francisco Chronicle, she quit after
of Californians who are struggling
two
months
and
had
'trouble
to put food on the table? Despite things I've ever done," she said in
her massive spending campaign, a news conference. She submitted getting paid what she believed
THE PACIFICAN
Brown has consistently been copies of the photo ID and she was owed, and challenges in
Fall 2010
General Manager
Advisor
Ruben Moreno
Prof. Dave Frederickson
ahead of her in the polls—and a other falsified documents that dealing with household chores
and
in
supervising
Whitman's
two
recent interview with her former Diaz-Santillan gave her when
Advertising Manager
Executive Editor
After
Diaz-Santillan's young sons." She believed that
housekeeper, Nicandra Diaz- hired.
Dieen Pattra
Alex
Ruano
allegations that Whitman knew Whitman views household help as
San tillan,
"disposable" and it certainly seems
In said interview with that her housekeeper
Office Manager
News Editor
Andrea Soto
Natalie B. Compton
Gloria Aiired that was posted on undocumented immigrant long that way from what Diaz-Santillan
testified. After Armstrong quit, she
TMZ's website, Diaz-Santillan before 2009, when she was fired
Circulation Manager
Perspectives Editor
told Allred that she was an and when Whitman began her described a stressful experience
Patrick Ting
Christiana Oatman
in
which
Whitman
convienently
undocumented immigrant and she election campaign, Whitman
Graphic Designer
had worked nine years of long hours offered to take a lie detector test, "forgot" to give Armstrong her tax
Lifestyles Editor
Alyssa Smith
Kobe' Armah
with little pay for Whitman. She but then "later appeared to dial forms.
In
her
campaign,
claimed that Whitman knew she back that offer, with a campaign
Website Administrator
Sports Editor
was undocumented and promised spokeswoman saying she would Whitman continually promises
Fei Fei Tang
Allyson Seals
that
she
will
run
our
state
that she would help Diaz-Santillan only take that exam 'when Jerry
Brown and her accuser take a lie government "like a business.
become a documented citizen.
Advertising
Layout Editor
Representatives
"I wanted her to help me detector test.'" This is ridiculous. Businesses are run with one central
Juliene Sesar
Viviana Millan
to get an immigration attorney," Jerry Brown has little to nothing goal in mind: to make a profit. This
Copy Editor
said Diaz-Santillan,"Ms. Whitman to do with the accusations, but often means that many businesses
Kelly Asmus
EDITORIAL POLICY
just laughed and turned her face to instead of taking responsibility, dismiss people and human issues
Editorial
comments
reflect
the
in order to make as much money
Phone: (209) 946-2115
Whitman simply points fingers
one side."
Fax:
(209)
946-2195
views and opinions of the majo'
and tries to distract voters from the as possible. In Whitman's case,
As a social and financial
not
only
did
she
treat
the
people
of the Pacifican editorial boa-:
major
issues
going
on
in
this
issue:
Mailing
Address:
conservative,
Meg
Whitman
The Pacifican
who
worked
for
her
badly,
but
she
undocumented
immigrants
how
unless
personally
signed.
The
has claimed to have a very strict
3601 Pacific Avenue
didn't
even
use
her
money
wisely,
must
work
even
harder
to
have
immigration policy. In ads that
views of the Pacifican are not
Stockton, CA 95211
pacificaneditors@pacific.edu
were played constantly on TVs and and keep a job or an education and like a good businessperson should,
reflected
in
advertising,
letter
radios throughout California, she how Whitman is continuing a long and instead threw a spending Office: Across from Southwest Hall
to the editor, or in any artie r
Courtyard
has claimed that if she were elected, and annoying legacy of political spree where she made promises
Meetings Every Thursday
and
statements
that
came
back
to
she would make a "no amnesty" hypocrisy.
Knoles Hall 212 12 p.m.
The Pacifican reserves the rig"
Whether or not Whitman haunt her in the end. Whitman is a
policy throughout the state.
to edit all submitted materials
Interested in advertising?
Currently, cities like San Francisco lied is not really that relevant; bad fit for California and while the
Contact pacificanads@pacific.edu
length, factual information, libei
allow undocumented immigrants it has tarnished her reputation housekeeper scandal isn't the first
All advertising submissions must be in
clarity. All letters to the editor r>-or
only
reason
to
not
elect
her,
it
is
to live there without fear of being somewhat, as shown by an even
each Monday by 5 p.m. unless otherwise
have a verifiable signature, address
negotiated.
deported. According to The San larger drop in the polls, but in still a good example of why business
phone number, and email
Francisco Chronicle, Whitman today's political media, Whitman's and government shouldn't mix.
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Pacific Responds to Tragedy
lown values. That
Irespect, however,
fends the moment
Ithose people try
force their
reliefs on others
or harass others
that don't share
their view. It is
mot their job to
meddle in other
people's lives and
nake them feel
ike lesser people
(*jnn burakovicPUSt because they
At the vigil put on by Pacific's Pride Aliiance for the five young LGBT men who committed suicide this ate different.
past September across the nation.
To any LGBT
Matt Hill
no longer any other option but
identified people
Staff Writer
death. It is even sadder that this or those who are questioning
is not surprising in any way.
their sexuality reading this
In the past month there has
LGBT
identified
teens article who are having trouble
been an alarming number of teen are four times as likely to kill coming out or coping with their
suicides because of homophobic themselves than heterosexual sexualities or being persecuted
bullying. The death of Tyler teens.
for you sexuality, it does
Christiana Oatman
Clementi was one of the deaths
As a gay student, I can get better. There is an entire
Perspectives
Editor
in a series of teen suicides from understand
where
these community out there that will
the past three weeks alone. The suicidal teens are coming from. support you and help you with
other teenagers who had their Sometimes it feels like you are any issues you are having, you
Last Tuesday, UC Berkeley
lives taken from bullying were the only one in a sea of people just need to find them.
announced
in
a letter
Seth Walsh, Asher Brown, and that is going through what you
There is a new project in published by its Department
Billy Lucas.
are going through. It hurts to response to these recent suicides of Intercollegiate Athletics
Tyler Clementi was a see messages on television or in called the "It Gets Better"
that it has decided to cut five
freshman at Rutgers University the news or hear other people Project. A new channel on
sports teams: men's rugby,
in New Jersey when he jumped say things like "that's so gay" YouTube, www.youtube.com/
men's baseball, men's and
off of the George Washington or "gays shouldn't get married, itgetsbetterproject, has been
women's gymnastics and
Bridge after his roommate they should get fixed". It makes created so people can upload
women's lacrosse. While all
videotaped his sexual encounter me feel like
their stories these teams losing financial
with another man. Clementi the world is
of coming support from the university
posted a message on his personally
4<.p22t&
out
and is devastating, the men's
Facebook saying, "Jumping a t t a c k i n g
dealing with rugby came as a special shock
off the gw bridge sorry" the me
for
I since the team is renowned
bullies.
day after the video was made. s o m e t h i n g
e n c o u r a g e nationwide. The teams were
His body has been found and that I can't
you
to cut for the same reason that
identified. His roommate and control.
upload
a has caused so many other
others that were involved with
"I
video
or public universities to make
making the videotape are being think
it's
take the time huge cuts and sacrifices: the
prosecuted for their actions.
extremely
to watch a terrible economy. Berkeley
Seth Walsh was a thirteen- tragic that
few if you estimates that these cuts will
year old boy who tried hanging this had to
are having save the school $4 million for
himself after being continually happen so
t r o u b l e the first year.
bullied at school for his we
could
with
your
In December 1995,
sexuality. He was in a coma for learn
to
sexuality or Pacific's board of directors
nine days until he died.
recognize its
want to help made the decision to cut the
Asher Brown was another importance
s o m e o n e school's football program,
thirteen-year old boy who, and use it
c o p i n g citing budget problems, just
after being continually harassed to make our
with
their
ike at Cal. Back in the day,
and physically attacked for his community
www.spsfv-walk.orgSeXUality.
Pacific's football team had a
presumed sexuality and religion, s t r o n g e r , "
T h e s e pretty decent reputation and
shot himself in the head.
said
Ginny
Durakovich, kids could have grown up to many well-known coaches,
Billy Lucas was a fifteen-year the PRIDE center outreach be some of the most influential such as Pete Carroll and ,
old boy who hung himself in his coordinator for Pacific. It should people in our lifetime, but their started their coaching career
grandmothers barn after being not have to take an epidemic of lives were cut short by bullying. at our school. When the
bullied and being told to kill teen suicides to make people Please make the effort to protect decision was made fifteen
himself for being gay.
realize that discriminating victims of bullying in any way rears ago, according to
These kinds of stories make against any person based on the you can. This can mean joining The Record in an article
me incredibly sad. It's horrible race, religion, sexual orientation, a board that is active in stopping about the tenth anniversary,
that so many people feel and any other aspect that makes bullying in schools, joining "Contributions
from
obligated to make other people's someone different is wrong.
support groups to help victims, >oosters dropped $100,000
lives a living hell just because
I do understand that or just stopping bullying when the first
year the school
they are different. It makes me some people believe that you see it happening. It may not didn't have football." While
sad that these kids and others in homosexuality is wrong based seem like much at the time, but the athletic budget has been
their situations are so tormented on their religious beliefs, and I you could help turn someone's balanced, the move still has
that they truly feel that there is respect their right to hold their life around.
' repercussions.

www.berkeley.edu

Sports Cut at Berkeley
"Players and coaches
quickly scattered.
Some
angry boosters vowed they'd
never support Pacific until
the program returned. And
the stunned and saddened
members of the athletic
department felt a void and
wondered how they'd fill
it," The Record wrote in the
same article. From 1995 to
2005, "Pacific has won 22
conference championships
and
made 39
NCAA
appearances. In the previous
16 years in which there was a
football program, the Tigers
won six conference titles
and had made 29 NCAA
appearances in other sports.
The budget for the athletic
department remained the
same, but resources were
more evenly divided."
While UC Berkeley
is a bigger school with more
sports teams and more
resources, these cuts are
nothing to be taken lightly.
In a FAQ attached to the
official letter, the althletic
department estimated that
"a total of 163 out of 814
student-athletes are directly
impacted." At Pacific, when
the football team was cut,
many student athletes either
transferred to other schools
or were kept on their athletic
scholarship and stayed for
the academics. The renowned
men's rugby team will be
given club team status and
will be able to continue
playing on a national level,
but it is unknown what will
happen to the other athletes
or how the losses will impact
the campus community.
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overweight as Ditto may not
be as healthy as being of a
lower body mass index, being
underweight presents health
concerns as well. The difference
between the two polar opposites
is that being underweight is
constantly glamorized whereas
overweight individuals are
scrutinized.
Many
US
adults
are
overweight, but Fashion Week
usually only promotes thinness
as beautiful. According to the
Center for Disease Control
and Prevention in 2007, 34% of
adults over the age of 20 in the
US are obese. A National Health
and Nutrition Examination
Survey determined only 1.8% of
adults are underweight.
A research study
by Michael Levine, PhD and
Linda Smolak, PhD detailed
that the fashion models are
usually skinnier than 98% of
American women. Only having
that one body type as a universal
role model in media excludes
millions of women from the
realm of high fashion, but
more importandy, from feeling
beautiful.
Levine and Smolak
research also found that "The
onset of these [anorexia and
bulimia] typically occurs during
early adolescence or early
adulthood when most young
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FASHION, continued from page 4

women are not only susceptible
to cultural pressure for thinness
but also likely to be heavily
involved with, and influenced
by, the mass media."
The
National
Eating
—
"
Disorders Association reported
in 2008 that as many as 10
million females (and one
million men) were dealing with
eating disorders such as anorexia
and bulimia.
The pressure t
be thin does no
only affect thosi
who observe th'
fashion
work
from afar; eatin
disorders
plagu
the
trendsetter
themselves.
Lady Gaga,
Fonda,
Princes
Diana, and Audre
Hepburn
just some of
celebrities
who
struggled
with
eating disorders.
Some of those
in the spodight
literally died to beg
thin. In 2006, four
models died due to
complications from
anorexia.
If the popularized
idea
that
bone
bearing thinness is

casting models to make positive help everyone in our situation
fie epitome of glamour, less
feel a little better would be
vomen may be dissatisfied decisions.
After featuring more body if alf the skinny people who
vith their bodies.
talk so nastily about fat people
The way to change the sizes in media, the next step
would stop being so hateful and
the western world sees would be to tackle negative
judgmental."
jeauty is to rethink the thinking about fat. Ditto
Gaultier's
dmost exclusive use
:how garnered
af size 0 models in
ledia attention
mass media. Highly
ust in time for
respected
designers
:he
National
can use their power
rganization
for good an'd use more
Women
representative models
N O W )
in their shows and
oundation's
advertisements.
Love Your Body
In 2007, the Council
'ay"
which
of Fashion Designer
;akes
place
of America (CFDA)
ednesday,
formed
a
heal
'ctober
20.
initiative to "address
lis day is a
what has become
elebration
of
global fashion issue.'
very type of
The
CFDA
emale form as
encouraged designers
rell as a day to
to be conscious of the
romote women
message they send out
:o accept their
when using model
iwn bodies.
who are "unhealthily
T h o u g h
thin." The initiative
e change of
also grappled over
widespread
whether
restrictions
lindset
may
be placed o
:ake
many
using such models.
ears to attain,
The Council forme
very
effort
a committee to get th
ill help speed
ball rolling on the topic
ip the process.
but "that change will tak
aultier's
time."
:hoice
to use
A
list
Itto and more
recommendations was put£MMg|
epresentative
out by the CFDA, but th " ~
models
in his
non-profit organization
Fashion
Week
presentation
was
only has so much influence, offered this in her Guardian,
monumental
in
the
fight
against
It is up to the designers and co.uk column in 2007.
other people in charge of
"The key change that would body angst.
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Pacific Life in Print: Pictures of the Week

i I iuiuo iar\ci
Photos
takenI CAOIUSIVCiy
exclusively for The PacWcan by Darren Chan

Pacific Student waitsin line for pasta. The pasta section is in the Exhibition section of the Market
place features two choices of Pasta sauce, including Marinara and Alfredo, and features choices
of fillings of tomatoes, onions, tofu, garlic, roasted garlic, olives, bell peppers, chicken, bacon,
artichokes, broccolll, zuchinni, sun dried tomatoes, mushrooms, and pesto. There is also the choice
stween white pasta and whole wheat pasta The pasta is cooked with olive oil and can be topped with
parmagiano reggfano and red crashed pepper.

Pacific Students paint the Rock. The tradition dates back to the 1960's when two engineering stu
dents brought a rock to campus. There are simple rales to painting the Pacific rock. Paint betwen
midnight and 5 am. The Rock is regularly painted by campus organizations, athletic teams, and Greek
organizations. Frequently, the rock is used for fraternity announcements, birthday announcements,
and bonding with friends. The University keeps an archive of the Graffiti Rock on Fllckr.

palm

University of the Pacific students,
it's the best four years of your life.
Make sure you never miss a thing.
r al7 ,fT?

P'us
PfW P«i Plus connect more of your life, which makes them the
p& tec. phones for college. With your favorite apps. social networks, videos, games, and
automatically updated contacts and calendars, you can make the most of every minute.

Save 10% off basic
monthly service charges
with a qualified plan.
Brr g your student © to an AT&T Store
today and mention code 28&018?orgo to
mwonyWiretess^pacific
orwi

Av*ahe«t:
St;xte*\ CA 95204
{X!914fi'=7?3D

at&t

>: t?

Avi.
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LIFESTYLES
Where are you originally from?
I was bom in China and I moved to Canada
when I was 12. For high school, I lived in LA.
What are you studying?
. Business. I'm thinking about doing Marketing
and Finance. I was inspired by my dad. Growing
up, My dad was an entrepreneur. That was
definitely my influence. I read alot of books about
business that inspired me.
What do you see yourself doing in 5 years ?
I can see myself going for an MBA. I want to
network, communicate, and acquire the skills
necssary to be successful. I like photography, I
want to continue it in the form of a partime job.
What do you focus on in your spare time?
I play Basketball and other sports with my
friends, taking pictures and being around canpus
Who is your greatest aspirational influence?
Warren Buffet & Steve Jobs. I have read alot
about them. They both started in normal families,
went to college, and became billionaires.
Who inspires you today?
My dad. He never gave up. Growing up, He was
an entrepreneur back in China. He never gave up,
even when things went downhill. He has always
supported my family very.
How would you define your life philosophy?
Go out there and do what I can.
What is your favorite dish?
I like spicy food. In China, they have Boiling
Spiced Fish, that's my favorite. I like the feeling
of eating hot spicy food after a day of work,

What is one of your oo
o
you are personally focused on? If you can shj
Being independent, being able to feed rrr
and having a good amount of money to travf
world.
Do you have items you must leave the h
with?
My cell phone and my credit card.

5 Things You Shoul
have Known by Now..

5. Cowell Residence Hall was once a
clinic
4. There are no urinals in the resident
halls
3. Southwest Hall was the original fe
male residence hall
2. Hand Hall was the original male
residence hall
1. The newest residence hall is Brookside Hall

23JYT2HHOI!' HA'DHIO A3' 3HT
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Books: Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close

fhii frMay mh!ftfiiftii Iwlf At Janet Ui$h Theatre
Kobe Armah
Lifestyles Editor
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On
Saturday,
October
2nd, six
time grammy award
winning artist John
Legend
performed
at the Bob Hope
Theatre in Downtown
Stockton.
The hour long piano
bookcoverarchive.com
concert featured all of
Legends hits and followed the screening of the edcuation
I
documentary, Waiting for Superman.
This concert marks the first time that Legend has come
P
to Stockton. Before beginning his show, Legend answered
questions and answers.
The pianist and singer gave an engaging show that was
.
filled with live energy, and raw emotion.

"Not since Anthony Burgess's novel A
Clockwork Orange has the English language
been simultaneously mauled and energized
with such brilliance and such brio." So
wrote a New York Times critic of Jonathan
Safran Foer's 2005 novel, Extremely Loud
and Incredibly Close. This novel centers
on the fanciful quest of 9 year-old Oskar
Schell to find the lock that fits a key which
he discovered in his fathers closet. Oskars
father died on 9/11, thus his journey is
more about coming to terms with that loss
and reclaiming meaning and joy in life than
about simply finding the lock. The story
is narrated from 3 different points of view
including that of Oskar, his grandmother,
and his grandfather, and the narration from
his grandparents points of view is in mostly
epistolary form. Foer also uses multiple
techniques of visual writing such as blank
pages, erratic spacing, photographs, and
typesetting which brings the book beyond
the realm of literature and into more artistic
explorations of prose. Richly imaginative and
highly creative, this novel is perfect for the
reader who wants to move past conventional
literature. ~ Emma Schyberg

NutrlCat's Corner: Taking it Slow
"Slowing down just a few moments a day can be beneficial to your health" says Frederic Luskin, PhD.,
and coauthor or Stress free for Good. The following are some of the rewards of downshifting to take it a
bit slower:

OMLY
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Pacific Volleyball Scores a 3-0 Win at CSU Northridge
Staff Writer

at all in the first set. The
Tigers jumped out to an
early lead and never looked

Unlike
Friday's
steamrolling shutout of UC
Irvine, Saturday's women's
volleyball match against
CSU Northridge proved
to be anything but easy.
However, Pacific was able to
dig deep to secure a shutout
of the Matadors by scores
of 25-15, 25-18, and 25-20.
"We're a very young
team," coach Greg Gibbons
commented after the match.
"We've
had
problems
early on in the season—
being young and growing
together—with closing out
matches. Now we've done it
on back-to-back nights."
There were no problems

back.
But play became much
closer in the second set.
Pacific inexplicably seemed
to lose its dominance at the
net. with kills and blocks
becoming much harder to
come by.
The third set saw Pacific
fall behind early on. A point
after an intense rally, the
most competitive of the
match, gave the Tigers a
heap of momentum after
falling back 2-5. While a
replay point loss and more
timeout
strategy
from
Northridge swayed a bit of
the momentum back, the
Tigers were able to close out

Ruben Dominguez

and our captain, Svenja for the Tigers in the end was
be.eh^ their ability to capitalize on
Engelhardt,
have
all of Northridge's errors,
doing everything else fi>Ji us,
while
the Matadors failed
Gibbons added, in prafie of
his leaders. "They're digging to gain anything on Pacific's
balls, blocking balls, serving mistakes.
"We
have
an
Iff
exceptionally young team.
We're the youngest team in
the country, the youngest in
our conference for sure; we
only have one senior. All in
all, we do make some young
mistakes. But it's a nice
thing with our young team,
battling together. You can't
ask for much more than thai
in terms of effort," Gibbon;
-said.
Athletic Media Relations
Pacific will travel to CSI
and
their Fullerton tomorrow night.
a bunch on offense these aggressively,
passing
is
phenomenal."
past two nights, Rebekah
,What made the difference
Torres, Samantha Misa,

the match with great passing
and mistake-free play, finally
putting away the Matadors
on a sharp kill from Cowden.
"Even
though
we
haven't had to use them

Waterpolo's Hungarian Powerhouses:
Balasz Erdelyi & Alex Malkis
Chris Sabalbro
Staff Writer

Balasz Erdelyi
and Alex Malkis used to
be familiar foes.The two

SATURDAY

Men s & Women's
Swimming vs. Alumni
Meet
10:00 AM
Chris Kjedson Pool

SUNDAY

Women's Soccer vs.
CSU Fullerton
12:00 PM
Stagg Stadium
Mens Water Polo vs.
UCLA
12:00 PM
Chris Kjedson Pool

they'd be future teammates made an impact on the
first met five years ago
team as starters.
at Pacific. "We've been
when they were playing
Erdelyi
for their respective
CSand Malkis
clubs at a water
* are coming
polo tournament
off impressive
hosted by Erdelyi's
performances
hometown of Eger,
as they helped
Hungary.
the Tigers
Then
defeat No. 8
in 2008, they
Long Beach
met again in
State 13-7
U1V 1_/C
Sin the SoCal
Championships;
Erdelyi was a
tournament
MWilili , .
member of
this past
nS
the Hungarian
Erdelyi is a crucial member of the Men's WaterpoloTelam^hisyear! ° Sunday.
national team while
Erdelyi
friends ever since then,"
Malkis was a member of
attacked
the
net with
said Malkis.
the Israeli national team.
three goals while Malkis
In addition to
By position, the
protected the goalposts
forming a friendship, the
two were each other's
with ten saves.
two have joined forces to
counterparts. Erdelyi
Both said that
create a young and exciting
is an attacker. Malkis
they haven't experienced
duo for the Tigers (8-4),
is a goalkeeper. Being
a complete culture shock
who are ranked No. 7 for
opponents on different
when they came to the
the fourth consecutive
teams, they only knew of
United States because
week.
each other.
of the help from their
Through the first
But all that changed
teammates. Malkis added
twelve games, the two
when they found out
that it's reassuring to know
freshmen have already

he isn't the only one in
his situation. "We really
understand each other
and all the difficulties in
moving to a new place," h
said. "That helps a lot."
The two hope to
develop as players and
achieve more success as
their water polo career at
Pacific goes on.
"I do everything
that I can to adjust to
it and I think 1 do it
successfully," said Erdelyi
"I was brought here for a
reason and I'm not taking
that for granted," said
Malkis. "I think that from
practice to practice, from
game to game to year
to year I'm going to get
better."
Erdelyi, Malkis an
the rest of the Tiger Water
Polo players will be in
action tomorrow as Pacific
travels to UC Davis to tac.
the Aggies at 6 p.m.

w
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The Man Behind the RecSport Games
The
active
job presents many
situations
that
require
instant
deliberations.
"You
never
know what's going
to happen next and
you're always staying
busy,"
he
said.
"When
difficult
things
happen,
you have to make a
decision for what
should
happen
next."
But it is not
Darren Chan
all fun and games
atalie B. Compton
RJ Aitken loves being a recsports supervisor.
.
.
, ,
P
in the world of a rec
sws Editor
when he officiated for a youth sports worker. Anger gets taken
out on the officials regardless,
soccer
club.
Getting screamed at, running
even though RJ may be a
His
athleticism,
relevant
ck and forth, standing in
e cold; these are some of the major and prior experience player's classmate or friend.
"One of the cons of
mlar activities sophomore, RJ landed him a job as a recreational
refereeing is that you get people
tken, faces as a recreational sports ref last year.
After a year of making yelling at you a lot," RJ said.
arts supervisor and referee at
Just as players will
cific. Though sometimes his calls for soccer, football
gets tough, RJ loves calling and volleyball, RJ received not always make perfect plays
an additional position as a throughout the game, RJ
shots for his peers.
RJ came to Pacific from San recreational sports supervisor. stresses that the referees will not
always make perfect calls.
California to pursue a This job went beyond the field.
"They don't realize that we're
"When I'm reffing, my
art management major as well
a business and public affairs job is to make sure the games are not going to be able to see
nor. Before he hit Stockton, safe and fair for all participants everything that's going on all
spent his time playing a involved," Aitken said. "As a the time. We're human."
Part of a referee's job
riety of high school sports, supervisor, I solve problems if
e was the captain of his swim they arise, set games up, make description is handling rowdy
fans and players.
d soccer teams and lettered in sure things go smoothly."
"The first thing they taught
The job description
seball and volleyball.
"I love sports and exercise, covers other tasks such as me when I got my certification
enjoy being in shape and printing score cards, posting was to not take it personally," RJ
tting to know the team," he information at the Baun Fitness said. "They're not yelling at you;
Center, marketing and getting they're yelling at your jersey."
id.
Another aspect of RJ's
In addition to playing sports, people to sign up for the sports.
"The behind the scenes life at Pacific is his association
has been refereeing since his
with Greek life. He is now a
:shman year in high school work is the fun part," he said.

Pike and finds himself refereeing
recreational games with his
irothers involved.
"We try to avoid
laving people refereeing their
rraternity, but I have worked
Pike games," RJ said. "As an
nfficial, my job is to make the
right call."
People may jokingly
jersuade him to sway one way
kvhen officiating the game, but
iverall the players respect his
position.

"No one wants to have
a game influenced by the ref.
either way," he said. "People
understand that it's my job."
At the end of the day whether
he was yelled at or whether
he had to endure the frost, RJ
continues to work for the love
of the game.
"Refs are out there because we
actually enjoy it," RJ said. "It's
a rec; sports organization and
people are here for recreation."

Tiger X Schedule
Baun Fitness Center
FRI. 10/8:
THURS. 10/7:
Cycle
Lunch Yoga
Cardio Dance
Capoeira
*

MON. 10/11:
Kettlebell
Cycle

Tiger Lift

Fall Break
No Classes

7-8 AM
12-1 PM
5-6 PM
7-8 PM

5:30-6:55 PM
5-5:45 PM
6-7 PM
7-8 PM

TUES. 10/12:
Cycle
7-8 AM
F&F
8-9 AM
Lunch Yoga 12-1 PM
Yoga
5:30-6:45 PM
Kickboxing
7-8 PM

WED. 10/13:
Body Sculpt
Abs&Corc
Yoga
Cycle
Salsa y Mas

4-5 PM
4:30-5 PM
5:30-6:55 PM
6-7 PM
7-8 PM

IVIen's Soccer Has High Hopes for the Future
atthew Santos

intributing Writer
One year withdrawn from a
le-win season, the Pacific Men's
ub Soccer Team wouldn't
actly be blamed for having
tv expectations of themselves,
owever, instead of embracing
iiture of mediocrity, the team
s resolved to improve not only
r this season, but for many
ars to come.
My goal," says head coach,
igelio Rubio, "has always
en to move my youth players
college as the Director
Coaching for North Cal
iccer Club. Now, I have an
iportunity to connect with

past players from my club, such great," reports sophomore Ezra ivin from doing
as Ruben Dominguez (freshman Gonzalez, a returning forward. ;o. If they can
defender from Kennedy High "Ro has really taken the reins. i c c o m p l i s h
perhaps
in Sacramento), as well as to From the first day, he took this,
higher
coach against former players charge and showed that he was
competing at other colleges in here to make a difference for us. a c h i e v e m e n t
can be made.
I'm really happy about that."
our league."
"We
are
As far as expectations go,
So far, the team and Rubio
seem very pleased with each it's obvious that Rubio and the out there to
have fun," Coother and the progress they have team are on the same page.
Captain Marc
"I
have
very
simple
already made.
"It has been a good experience expectations this year," Rubio G i a m p a o 1 i
"but
to get to know the guys," Rubio declares. "I expect us to improve states,
commented. "We have a very every game so as to be better we also have
greater
diverse team, which makes than the previous year, and I a
purpose;
we
expect
us
to
qualify
for
the
end
for some good times during
are
trying
to
get
of
the
year
tournament."
training. They give me 100%
UOP to reinstate a Men's Soccer
Without
a
doubt,
the
team
every training, and that's all a
stands firmly behind its leaders. Team. Right now, we are all
coach can ask for."
working hard and trying our
"Everything's
looking The goal is simple: improve and

www.printactivities.com

r
II
best, but none of us are rea y
soccer players yet. We re just
guys who love to play soccer.

ENTER TO WIN THE VALLEY BREW

LOOM-LIKE CONTEST!

Pacific Alum Owner since 1997

Cash prizes to be awarded to the top 12
winners!

Kellie Craig-Jacobs
Class of'87

All winners to be featured in the 2011
Valley Rrew Calendar!
Results of the contest to be announced
Saturday, October 30 at the Valley Brew
Halloween Party!

Picture submissions should also
include a bio and can be taken by mail
or in person at Valley Brew Restaurant

Open 7 days/week - Lunch-Late Dinners
157 W. Adams St. - 464-2739

•

